T4 endonuclease VII resolves cruciform DNA with nick and counter-nick and its activity is directed by local nucleotide sequence.
Endonuclease VII of phage T4 resolves Holliday structures in vitro by nicking pairs of strands across the junction. We report here analyses of this reaction between endonuclease VII and a Holliday structure analogue, made in vitro from synthetic oligonucleotides. The enzyme cleaves the structure in a non-concerted way and nicks each strand independently. Combinations of nicks with counter-nicks in strands across the junction resolve the construct. The specificity of the enzyme for DNA secondary structures was tested with a series of branched molecules made from oligonucleotides with the same nucleotide sequence in one strand. Results show that the number, location and relative cleavage efficiencies depend largely on the local nucleotide sequence, rather than on the branch type. In particular, endonuclease VII cleaves a complete four-armed cruciform as efficiently as a three-armed Y-junction or its derivatives, a semi-Y, a fork with two single-strand overhangs, a single-strand overhang, and a nicked DNA. However, exchange or addition of one or more nucleotides within the cleavage area flanking the structural signal for endonuclease VII strongly affects the cleavage pattern as well as their relative efficiency of usage. Examples with a single-stranded overhang are presented and show in summary that the enzyme has a fivefold preference for pyrimidines rather than purines.